Name of the Event | Government Fire Station officers-Hands on Training-How to Operate fire extinguisher-Awareness Programme
---|---
Event Date | 07/03/2020
No of Participants | 350

Awareness and hands on training programme was organized by the PG and Research department of Computer science and Applications in Government Thirumagal Mills College, Gudiyattam, Vellore District on 7th March 2020. This camp training conducted by Tamilnadu Fire station service and Rescue department, Gudiyattam with a team of Fire Station officerand their fireman’s. More than 300 students from our colleges have been participated in this hands-on training session. The inauguration function preside over by our College Principal Dr.S.Kaveriammal, Head of the Department Dr.K.Arulanandam, CoordinatorMr.S.Manikandan , Chief guests and other senior most staffs in our college. The special keynote lectures were delivered by Fire Station Officer Mr. Sathiyanarayanan and Mr. Saravanan.

Theme of the program delivered how to handle the fire extinguisher in the critical situation. The basic lesson how to dilute fire wood, oxygen and temperature pressure to control the fire accident. A cylindrical pressure vessel that contains an agent which could be discharged to extinguish a fire. Fire extinguishers that are manufactured with non-cylindrical pressure vessels also exist but are less common in usage. The outcome of the programme, student get the awareness how to handle the fire extinguisher A/B/C/D variant in the critical situation.